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During the next years the Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Co (SKB) performs site 
investigations for a future repository of spent nuclear fuel. The repository will be situated in crystalline 
rock at a depth of approximately 500 m. Novel methods based on systems and landscape ecology are 
developed to understand the interacting mechanisms and finally, to model radionuclide migration in the 
biosphere using site specific data. These models and methods are later used as part of the overall safety 
assessment for the repository where also migration in the near field and in the bedrock is considered. In 
the present paper, a newly developed probabilistic simulation package, TENSIT, is presented. The 
package is based on pre-existing codes (Matlab, Simulink and the probabilistic engine @risk) and is 
capable of performing radionuclide migration calculations both for the repository and the biosphere. 
Hence, a platform independent, transparent (well documented and intuitive on a model scale), thoroughly 
supported, efficient and user friendly (graphical interface for the modeller) code can be developed at a 
fairly low cost. Comparisons with other codes used for compartment based biosphere modelling and the 
PSACOIN Level 1B exercise shows on a good agreement on the application scale. Moreover, by basing 
the package on continuously maintained, pre-existing codes, potential risks associated with a less spread 
software may be avoided. In addition to the compartment based models based on transfer factors, TENSIT 
is also able to handle the more complex ecosystem models (based on flow of carbon and nutrients) either 
separately or in combination with the compartment models. Within the project, biosphere migration 
calculations have been performed using TENSIT for a watershed in the Forsmark area (one of the studied 
sites). In this simulation, data from the ongoing site investigation program has been used to define the 
based model. 
 


